FUEL HANDLING – HAND PUMPS
P/N 560028

Model

Heavy Cast Iron quart stroke
Pump that reliably and accurately
dispenses one quart with each handle
rotation. Rack and pinion design
allows for easy calibration and
provision for padlock feature.
Includes swing return drain tube
and telescoping suction pipe.

Model

FR112

FR152

lightweight cast aluminum Piston Hand Pump
uses a stainless steel inner liner to prevent
wear of cylinder. Pump delivers up to 20
gallons per 100 strokes and is ideal for use
with gasoline, diesel fuel and light oils.
Includes anti-siphoning device, padlock
feature, bung adapter and telescoping
suction pipe.

P/N 560003

Cast aluminum Rotary Vane Pump suitable for
pumping medium viscosity liquids as well
as oils, gasoline and diesel fuels. Rotary
action allows smooth, continuous fluid
transfer at up to 10 gallons per 100
revolutions. Complete with telescoping
suction pipe, bung adapter, 8 ft. nitrile
hose with nozzle and vacuum breaker to
prevent siphoning.

Model

MA-20

P/N 560008

Polypropylene Piston Pump uses Buna-N
seals for transfer of fluids such as engine
oil, gear oil, antifreeze and similar fluids
compatible with materials of construction.
Fits drums up to 55 gallons. Approx.
12 strokes/gal.

Model

MA-16

MA-5R

P/N 10005R

Cast iron Rotary Hand Pump,
two vane construction, for use
with lubricating oils. Comes
complete with 2” bung adapter
and three piece steel suction
pipe. Not recommended for
use with gasoline. Approx. 20
revolutions/gal.

P/N
Model

P/N 560000

FUEL PRODUCTS

FR31

10015

High Flow rotary hand pump discharges approximately 1 quart
per revolution and can empty a 55 gallon drum in a matter of
minutes. Pump body is constructed of lightweight aluminum
with gear driven impellers and Nitrile seals which makes this
pump ideal for transferring larger quantities of lightweight oils,
hydraulic fluids, transmission fluid,
antifreeze and diesel fuel.
Pump is supplied with bung
adapter, suction pipe,
inlet strainer and 1”
x 6’ oil discharge
hose with nozzle.

P/N 10016

Heavy duty hand operated lever drum
pump, with high volume output and hose
thread fitting at discharge. Fits 16, 30 and
55 gallon drums. For use with light oils,
ATF, 100% antifreeze, hydraulic fluids and
diesel fuel. Includes telescoping suction
pipe. Approx. 12 strokes/gal.
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